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Zone 
Bowling 

Cross road 



Tournament Format - open 
This is a six (6) game scratch event.  There will be separate divisions for both male and female bowlers.   All 
bowlers shall bowl six (6) games changing lanes after each game. The top five (5) bowlers with the highest 
total pinfall at the end of the six (6) games will contest the Elimination Final –Round 1, pinfall will drop for 
these games. The top qualifier will receive a bye into Round 2. Finishers 2,3,4 and 5 will bowl a further game. 
The 2 bowlers with the highest scores then join the top qualifier in Round 2.   Bowlers in Round 2 to bowl 1 
game to decide the winner for the day. There will be no repechage for the 1st place qualifier.  If at any stage a 
tie exists for the top two or a match in the final stage the highest last game bowled will decide the winner.  If 
a tie still exists, then a 10th frame roll-off will occur until a winner emerges.   
 
Tournament Format – Graded 
This is a six (6) game handicapped event for both male and female bowlers.  All bowlers shall bowl six (6) 
games changing lanes after each game with Male and Female bowlers combining in one division.  The top five 
bowlers with the highest total pinfall including handicap at the end of the six (6) games will progress to Round 
1 of the finals. The top qualifier will receive a bye into Round 2. Finishers 2,3,4 and 5 will bowl a further game. 
The 2 bowlers with the highest scores then join the top qualifier in Round 2.  Bowlers in Round 2 to bowl 1 
game to decide the winner for the day. Pinfall will drop for these games and there will be no repechage for 
the 1st place qualifier.  If at any stage a tie exists for the top two or a match in the final stage the highest last 
game bowled will decide the winner.  If a tie still exists, then a 10th frame roll-off will occur until a winner 
emerges.    
 
SKINS EVENT  
In conjunction with the tournament a sponsored skins event will be conducted.  The highest scratch score 
bowled for each game of qualifying will receive the $60 bonus.      
 
Time and Date 
Sunday, 15th March 2020 
8:30am – 8:45am check-in for 9:00am start.  Bowlers that are not checked-in by the advertised time will bowl 
from the frame that they arrive.  Entries close when squads are full. 
 
Fees and Prizes 
The cost for the tournament will be $90 for Open division bowlers and $70 for Graded division bowlers, the 
breakdown of these costs is detailed below.  An annual SA Adult Circuit Membership Fee of $10 for all bowlers 
will be required to be eligible to bowl in any tournament through-out the year.  

   
Open Breakdown  Graded Breakdown 

Lineage $45.41  Lineage $45.41 
Prize Fund $36.59  Prize Fund $16.59 
EOY Fund $3.00  EOY Fund $3.00 
Admin Fee $5.00  Admin Fee $5.00 
Total $90.00  Total $70.00 

 
Prize Fund 
 

Open 
Based on 9 bowlers  

Pay out 1 in 5	

	 Graded 
Based on 9 bowlers 

Pay out 1 in 5	
1st $214.00 	 1st $97.00 

2nd  $115.00 	 2nd  $52.00 
	
GENERAL RULES AND REGULATIONS  
See separate 2020 Rules and Regulations sheet. 
 
End of season rankings  
See separate Rankings Information sheet.      


